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March 10, 2017 
 

Canadian Dollar 

After a bit of a flash crash in oil, the Canadian dollar following in suit dropped rapidly to test the 

low end of the trading range it is in.  The lows are at .7382.  The market this morning bounced 

off those lows maintaining itself within its trading range.  It is in oversold condition and will likely 

bounce a bit here. 

 

Daily Canadian Dollar Futures 

 

There are two things playing on the Canadian dollar right now… 

 Oil Prices 
Massive and rising global oil supplies are pressuring oil prices down along with the 

Loonie.  The Loonie will track the price of oil as they are highly correlated. 
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Monthly Crude Oil Futures 

 

On the monthly chart of oil there are two technical scenarios we are looking at.  It 

appears one scenario is that the market is trying to form the final “shoulder” of a head 

and shoulders bottom.  That would take oil down to 45 or so which would coincide with 

the slanted long term uptrend support line.  (CNRL and its CEO Murray Edwards are 

likely betting on this scenario as they scooped up a ton of oil sands assets yesterday at 

rock bottom prices).  If that is the case, a break above the $50 mark would take oil and 

the Loonie to much higher levels with very little in the way of resistance to stop it.  The 

catalyst could be a supply disruption or war that would trigger this sort of move. 

The other scenario is that oil is in a flat trading range between $25 and $50/barrel and 

will likely trade in this range for a good long time to account for the supply glut in global 

crude.  As we are nearer the high end of this sideways range, there is possibility for 

more downside in crude and pressure lower on the Loonie.  Good for cattlemen.  We 

feel this is the more reasonable scenario but one can never tell for sure.  

As a hedge, we are recommending ranchers look at forwards or going long the Loonie 

here as it trades near the lows, with stops at the 7382 mark to protect feeder prices. 
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US Interest Rate Hikes 
The other thing pressuring the Loonie right now is the idea of a rate hike in the US.  This 

would temporarily boost the US dollar and pressure the Loonie lower. 

The two reasons combined cause us to suggest that a rebound in the Loonie is likely here, but 

may be limited.  We hold to the thesis that we are in a trading range from 74 to 77 cents until the 

7382 lows are violated.  A violation of the lows would take the Loonie back into the upper 60’s 

low 70’s range.  Trade accordingly. 

 

Cattle Prices 

Live cattle futures are trading a full dime behind cash prices in the US.  Finished cattle in the US 

are trading $1.24-1.27/lb live, while April futures trade $1.16-1.17/lb.  This is not normal this time 

of year. 

Either futures will shoot up to match cash, or the Chicago boys know something the rest of us 

cattlemen don’t.  Demand is strong.  Exports are rising.  Supply estimates are ok for now, likely 

a bit burdensome by the summer and fall. 

You can see from April Live cattle futures, that we are testing the upper boundary of the long 

term downtrend we are in.  If we break above that top resistance line, we may be back into a 

bull market once again.  If we fail to break higher, we will need to cover our cattle quickly. 

 

 The Bird flu epidemics emerging in the US and elsewhere are a wild card here.  If it spreads 

and birds are euthanized, it will be good for beef.  If poultry exports are closed in the US 
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because of the disease, it will create a supply glut on the domestic front in competitive meats 

and will be negative to beef.  I think this is what the futures traders are discounting. 

A bad case scenario in light of this and the technical picture is a failed break out in April live 

cattle and a move back to 110 and perhaps the lows under 100.  100 is $1.30/lb CDN for fats.  

The deferred futures are already trading at these levels.  We will see if they are right. 

Looking at feeder cattle… 

Weekly Feeder Cattle Futures 

 

This is a very interesting chart.  If feeders break out of the downward trading range which they 

are testing now, the feeder market could gain some serious legs here.  120 to 160 is the trading 

range for 850 lb US steers ($1.62-2.16/lb for CDN 850 lb feeders).  As stated in earlier issues 

however, the 120 line on futures needs to hold! 

Summary 

This is a bit of a watch and see market right now. 

With the Loonie at the lows, low basis levels in Canada, and if the live cattle futures fail in their 

break out higher, these may be optimum prices for now here in Canada.  We recommend 

keeping your hedges up in case of this.  For those backgrounding or taking to grass, it is time to 

evaluate your projected break evens and see if you should be locking in here or even selling 

some.  Cow calf producers should get at least 50% hedged on your calf prices whether you use 

insurance or other methods. 
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However, there are some upside catalysts that are quite encouraging.  If we do break higher on 

futures we may enter a new bull market in cattle prices once again.  If the 74 cent lows in the 

Loonie are violated, we may also see some additional upside on Canadian feeder prices.  

These are all possibilities so we need to structure your hedges in ways that protect downside 

and allow upside.  Insurance and options strategies will both do this. 

For fall 550 lb steer calf prices: 

 Good scenario:  70 cent Loonie, 140 feeder futures, -5 basis  = $2.25/lb 

 Bad scenario:  77 cent Loonie, 100 feeder futures, -18 basis = $1.42/lb 

Futures projected price for October is about $1.85/lb with a -15 basis.  WLPIP is around $1.80/lb 

@ 600 lbs. 

Give us a call if you need assistance with protecting your bottom line here. 

 

Take care out there, 

--The Cows in Control team 

(403) 775-7534 Office 

(403) 669-3451 Ryan Cell 

(403) 817-6510 Django FRM for Currency hedge assistance 

(403) 543-2825 Western Futures Group for assistance with futures/options trades 


